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Australian Bar XI tour Hong Kong
By Lachlan Gyles  

opening bowlers then found their line

and length and the brakes were put on,

particularly when the evergreen King

picked up the hard-hitting Kowloon

opener (who got 150 a few days later

against another touring side) caught

smartly by Bilinsky in the gully. That

proved to be a crucial moment in

the match.

Anderson, coming in from the Star Ferry

end, bowled a miserly eight overs,

finishing with the fine figures of 3/31,

while his partner, King, finished with

1/43. Crawford then bowled a fiery eight

overs, taking 2/44 and with some support

from Gyles, Bilinsky and Roberts at the

other end, Kowloon finished with 9/206

from their allotted 35 overs. They would

have been reasonably confident of

victory.

The required run rate was, therefore,

about six per over. After 14 overs, with

the score at 1/43, the match appeared to

be slipping away, particularly with Afzaal,

the Hong Kong (and former Pakistan)

opening bowler proving to be very

difficult to handle.

Bilinsky (79)

and Scruby (30)

then started making

some inroads into the

total, and when Carroll

(37) joined Bilinsky, we

needed 80 off the last 10 overs.

Some fine hitting by those two saw

us edging closer to victory, and after

they were dismissed, Roberts 

(16 n/o) and Gyles (9 n/o) navigated us

home with six balls to spare.

A great match, followed by a dinner put

on by the Kowloon CC, and then a visit

later that evening to Happy Valley races.

It was a wonderful start to the tour.

Thursday was the rest day, and the team

was entertained on a junk on Hong Kong

Harbour by Greg Egan, buoyed by the

fighting victory the day before.

The following day we headed up to

HKCC for what turned out to be an easier

assignment against Craigengower CC. 

We batted first, and after the loss of a

couple of early wickets the Queensland

combination of Crawford (76) and

On Wednesday 16 April
2006, the Australian Bar
Cricket team gathered at
the Cosmopolitan Hotel
in Wan Chai, in the
shadow of Happy
Valley Racecourse.

The team had not played since an

English tour in the mid-1980s, so it was

with great anticipation that we set off for

the first match of the Easter 2006 tour

against the strong Kowloon Cricket Club,

at their home ground.

The team was made up of players from

New South Wales, Queensland and

Victoria. It included two survivors from

the English tour some twenty years

before – Larry King and Thos Hodgson – 

a noteworthy effort in itself.

We allowed the locals first use of the

wicket, and after four overs it looked as

though it might be a very long tour with

the locals reaching 38 without loss. The

The team before the 1st match against KCC. (back row) Roberts, Scruby, Lithgow, Crawford,
Carroll, Bilinsky (seated) Hodgson, Anderson, Gyles(c), Egan, King.

Nick Bilinsky heading back to the pavilion
after a fine 81 against HKCC.
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repeated their fine partnership against

Kowloon, and with some hard hitting

again from Carroll (41) after Scruby

went, it looked as though we might be

home. However, as had happened against

Kowloon, Carroll and Bilinsky then went

in quick succession, bringing Roberts (50

n/o) and Gyles (19 n/o) to the wicket

with 65 still to get, and the game up for

grabs.

Thankfully, after a few anxious moments

when the opening bowlers returned in

the fading light, we were able to get

the runs in the second last over with a

four hit back over the bowlers head by

Roberts, and the celebration, and talk of

the modern day ‘Invincibles’, went on

well into the Hong Kong night.

All in all it was a great tour both on and

off the field, leaving many happy

memories and lasting friendships

between the players and their families –

and a great opportunity for interaction

between barristers across the state

boundaries.

It was certainly a privilege to play both

at KCC and HKCC, and to be treated

with such hospitality by them, and it is

hoped that it will not be another twenty

years before the team sets sail again.

Anderson (34) consolidated well before

some hard hitting at the end by Carroll

(28 n/o) and Greenwood (29 n/o) saw the

tourists to 7/224 off 35 overs.

Craigengower were never really in the

hunt after losing some early wickets, but

managed to get to 9/160 with Lithgow

(1/21) and Hodgson (1/16) the pick of

the bowlers. Another excellent post

match function followed the game.

We therefore headed into the final match

against the strong HKCC side searching

for the Holy Grail – an undefeated tour. 

We decided to send the locals in, a

decision which looked to be a good one

when we had them 4/20 after seven

overs, after a great start by opening

bowlers Crawford and Anderson.

Eames, a Hong Kong representative, and

the opposing captain Winstanley then set

about a rescue mission which saw HKCC

to 7/236 off 45 overs, with Eames making

his century off the final ball of the

innings. Pick of the bowlers were

Crawford (3/46) and Anderson (3/44).

Egan and Scruby then strode to the

wicket with a target of 237 in their

sights. After the loss of Egan, Bilinsky

(81) joined Scruby (29) and the two Richard Scruby taking on the new ball in the 1st match at KCC.

The team chasing 236 in the final match at the magnificent HKCC, overlooking the city and harbour.


